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Introduction



Overview/Premise
Welcome to the Sugar Showdown - the ultimate battle between healthy and junk food!

In this fast-paced strategy game, you'll play as one of two opposing teams: the Health E. Elementary 
School, a champion of healthy eating and good choices, or the SugarCo Company, a big bad corporation 
that wants to dominate the school food system with sugary snacks and drinks.

Your goal? To win the hearts and minds of the five most influential stakeholder groups in the school: the 
cafeteria staff, parent-teacher association, school administration, district board, and food vendors. But 
beware - each group has different motivations and priorities, and not all of them are easy to win over.

To succeed, you'll need to use your wits and your resources to strategize, outmaneuver your opponents, and 
get the majority of stakeholder support on your side. 

So what are you waiting for? Join the Sugar Showdown and fight for your side! Will you be a champion of 
healthy living, or a sugar-coated villain? The choice is yours.



How to Play? - Part I



How to Play? - Part II



How to Play? - Part III



How to Play? - Part IV



How to Play? - Part V



Artistic 
Overview



In our game, we explore the intricate competition between candy corporations and schools 
vying for the support of stakeholders in providing nourishing meals for children. Our 
ecosystem models the dynamic interplay between marketing tactics employed by candy 
companies to encourage sugar consumption and the grants and educational initiatives 
implemented by schools to foster healthy dietary habits.

By simulating the fun of fellowship and challenge, we aim to educate players about the 
complex issues surrounding childhood nutrition and the competing interests that influence 
the food choices available to children. We want to raise awareness about the harmful 
effects of excessive sugar consumption and the importance of promoting healthy eating 
habits in schools. 

By immersing players in a virtual ecosystem where they must make decisions about 
children’s diet from the perspective of either competing side, we hope to foster a deeper 
understanding of the real-world implications of these issues and encourage players to take 
an active role in advocating for positive change.

Artist Statement



Intended Audience
● The target audience is teenagers and young adults looking for some more 

involved and challenging forms of fun
● The game is very applicable to people familiar with U.S. culture as it deals 

with the sugar industry and its impacts on schools, an ongoing issue
● Because this game involves systemic thinking and strategy, it may not be 

suited for younger children and some of the themes may go over their 
head

● In line with that, the message would likely be most impactful for young 
adults 



Learning Assessment
What do we want players to learn?
We hope that people develop a greater awareness about sugar 
marketing from food companies and how sugar affects health in 
reality, so that they can more easily differentiate false promotions in 
advertisements and packaging. Our players will also learn more about 
the tension and collaborations between the sugar industry and the 
schools including various strategies that both sides take to maximize 
profits or achieve public education goals.



We started by trying to model the cycle of addiction using sugar as an example. We had the idea to have a game 
with two teams that are trying to either increase or decrease addiction levels. However, we weren’t sure to what 
extent we could model biological processes in the brain accurately and to what extent this was oversimplifying 
the processes of addiction. The game changed A LOT from that original premise, however. 

Ideation



The concept map represents the relationships 
and actions that players can take in the game. It 
includes different nodes or elements such as 
food companies, health organizations, people, 
and sugar addiction, which are connected by 
lines or arrows to show how they interact with 
each other. The map highlights different 
gameplay mechanics and objectives for each 
team, as well as feedback loops that show how 
the actions of each team affect the nodes and 
relationships in the game. The game simplifies 
the concept of addiction by focusing on sugar as 
the addictive substance and children as the 
people in the game to reflect their reduced 
agency in their environment.

Initial Concept Map 



Formal Elements Evolution 
Element Name Initial Final

Players Players are separated into two teams, two people per 
team.

Same

Rules Players attempt to buy the most “people” cards using 
“money”.

Teams make decisions as a whole and use resource 
(money, support) to get stakeholder groups’ influence.

Resources Money Money, support

Procedures Each player takes turns to do actions. A round starts 
with a randomly drawn event that will give one of the 
teams some advantage or disadvantage, and ends if 
15 people cards got acquired by the teams.

Two teams take turns to do actions.
Two turns per round, a round started with a team rolling 
a die to determine a random consequence for the 
round.

Outcome The team with the most “people” cards wins. The team that gets 3 out of 5 stakeholder groups wins.

Conflict Two teams compete against each other and the 
random disadvantaged event for the goal.

Same

Boundaries The rules and the goals are applied only in the game. Same



Values 

Promoted marketing from food companies, which includes false promotions in 
advertisements and packaging, are affecting people’s perspective about healthy 
lifestyles. The public needs to raise bigger awareness for the issue.

There is a strong tension between the sugar industry and schools, the former 
would like to maximize profits as possible while the latter would take to achieve 
educational outcomes. Both sides take various strategies for their goals.

Schools usually gets lots of support and short of money, while the food industry 
might get lots of investment but need to seek support through marketing.



Playtest iterations
● Playtest 1

● Playtest 2

● Playtest 3

● Playtest 4 

● Playtest 5

● Final Tests



Playtest #1 Paper Prototype



Playtest #1 Feedback
Pros

● The players enjoyed the collaboration aspect of the game
● The rules were easy for the players to understand and follow

Cons
Our first batch of players gave lots of feedback on how to make the game flow more smoothly.

● 15 people cards are too many in one round, and one event card for the entire round is too 
long. Alternatively we did one event card per every player takes a turn, but we realized 
that a team can easily avoid the disadvantages (e.g. cannot play action cards) given.

● The effect time of the event cards can be clarified (immediately? Before/after a players 
turn?)

● Since each player can only take one action per turn, they could not do much, and the 
turns went by very quickly without changing the board much.



Playtest #1 Reflection
Changes we made

● We shortened each round such that it ends when either team gets 
3/5/7 cards in the first/second/third round. This also make the 
event cards replaced more frequently.

● We decided to let the players take up to two actions per turn instead 
of one so that more interesting things can happen during a round, 
hopefully giving a more smooth dynamic of the future gameplay. 

●



Playtest #2 Paper Prototype



Playtest #2 Feedback
Feedback: 

● Pros: 
○ The team dynamic is fun!
○ People were sharing money with each other while playing. 

● Cons: 
○ No incentive to buy people when you can accumulate money
○ Add: narrative. What’s the goal of the health organizations?
○ Add: the customers you get can generate money

●



Playtest #2 Reflection
Changes We Made

● Added roles to add more types of actions to the game specific to players. 
● Only keep half your money in the next round. 
● Add that the more customers you get, the more money you get. 
● Create a narrative that ties the objectives of the game together. 
● Choose up to two actions that you can play per turn. 



Playtest #3 Pictures & Documentation



Playtest #3 Feedback
Feedback: 

● Pros: 
○ Players are asking questions about game mechanics and clarifications, showing they are 

engaged with the game and interested in learning
○ The game seems to be creating a fun and lighthearted atmosphere, as evidenced by the 

laughing and joking
○ Both teams seem to be invested in winning, indicating that the game is engaging and 

competitive

● Cons: 
○ Confusion on how many actions each player/team gets per round 
○ Concern over potentially insensitive language, such as the use of the term "buying children"
○ A lot of deliberation and debate, which could suggest that some aspects of the game are 

unclear or need to be streamlined to reduce confusion
○ Both teams having similar action cards and canceling each other out could be seen as an issue 

with game balance or lack of variety in game mechanics
○ Only one round was played



Playtest #3 Reflection
Changes We Made

● Introduced different roles or abilities for each team to differentiate them and 
reduce the chance of them canceling each other out

● Shortened rounds to only one 
● Provided more context for action cards to reduce confusion and promote 

strategic decision-making
● Removed or balanced the "steal people" cards to prevent them from 

dominating gameplay and making other actions seem less useful
●



Playtest #4 Documentation

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1VHDBXHpADTaI-bf5ibCj7sVm6NYX3ouc/preview


Playtest #4 Pictures



Playtest #4 Feedback
Pros 

Mapping to the real world was more evident
● “We  [the school] don’t get any money, and you  [the company] don’t get any 

support, just the real woooorld” - Gilbert
● Easy for the school to get support but not money, inverse for company
● Players predicted the actions of other team but were able to react differently 

based on resources 
Game was conducive to comraderie

● Discussion facilitated sense of connection and unity on a team
● Competition brought high-fives when other team got bad news 
● Teams would conspire and discuss, and then also interact with each other, which 

seemed like fun
Cons

Balance could be improved
○ To much incentive for changing actions; a suggestion was to make ratio 4:1 

instead for converting stuff
○ Clarifying the rules around block cards was important
○ Choice felt limited with a role of the dice and limited action cards



Playtest #4 Reflection
Changes we made
● We changed the ratio from 3:1 to 4:1 for exchanging cards
● Clarified the turn-taking for teams in the rules
● Fleshed out the design of more cards
● Added more events to the dice roll: roll X for two turns. 
● Created cheat sheets for players
● Changed design of the cards
● Added some more actions for the sake of increasing the diversity of 

possible action cards (draw 2 action cards)



Playtest #5: Documentation

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1GSZuleszLTnrSyOI14Htjvz8Q2zKZ7Kp/preview


Playtest #5: Photos



Playtest #5 Feedback
Pros

● Realistic role-based play: Players seemed to dive into their roles. 
○ When collecting money, the company team would comment how "We got passive 

income cards!”  or how  “I’m down to buy an action card now, so we can bill up a 
big amount of money so we can bank up a lot of actions.”  

○ The school approached getting support by“Let’s start saving early on” and  “Save 
this for a crucial moment later on.”  The teams that people chose also influenced 
how the players played the game. 

● Modeling the system: Players commented how “This game is actually hella intuitive 
when you play it”  and how “I’m not sure it’s binary how things are in real life, but I still like 
the game dynamic. I like that there’s two different currencies that only certain teams 
can interact.” or “You really think about what you have to do and how to play your cards.”

● Dice rolls: Players loved interacting with the dice rolls like real-world events to create 
strategies and how “I think the dice roll is interesting and adds a level of randomness you 
can predict.” For example, players commented how “We don’t have two turns to secure 
the dub rn” and waited until strategic moments to take actions. 



Playtest #5 Feedback
Cons

● Clarifying the rules: 
○ There was some confusion about when a team could get the stakeholder cards’ 

influence, wondering whether “Getting the stakeholder card should be 
considered an action or not?”

○ Additionally, people kept confusing action cards with actions on your turn. 
○ Players also exchanged all their money to support at the end which prevented 

people from being able to attack their team. 
○ Players weren’t sure when they could block other teams. 

● Game balance: 
○ Certain cards didn’t feel balanced with taking away support or money from the 

other team. A team commented how “They get two every time, you can only take 1 
with this card.”

● Game length: Although players appreciated that the game took ~1 hour to play, which 
seemed realistic as a co-op game, certain parts of the game felt slow due to the loss of 
action cards, saying “Not being able to slow down an action card is already a large 
penalty. Feel like this game moves slowly.” However, they liked that this prevented their 
opponents from blocking their actions. 



Playtest #5 Reflection
Changes we made
● Rename action cards to strategy cards to make it less confusing 

between an action in your turn vs. action card
● Players can only exchange once once on their turn
● Rename money cards / support cards to money tokens / support 

tokens
● Add dice roll events to give your team valuable resources
● Create stakeholder card design
● Balance the game for attacks between players
● Clarify rules for blocking and getting stakeholder cards. 



Our hard work towards making this game fun 
and meaningful finally paid off :)

Final Tests





Playtest #6 Documentation



Playtest #6 Feedback
Pros 

● A lot of laughter in the game! :) We heard people having the most fun with dice 
rolls since the outcome was unpredictable.

● The die-rolling mechanics give more playability to the game. To make it better, 
we adopted Gilbert’s suggestion to thematize the rolls  (e.g., you roll a 3, the 
government decides to support the school more this round, so the school can 
make 2 actions.)

Cons
● The alternating turns and dice rolling were confusing to people. We decided not 

to alternate anymore!
● The “Get 2 Strategy Cards” cards are very powerful, especially when our players 

drew all three of them in a row. We  may want to reduce the number of those 
cards.

● The exchange part of the cheatsheet is a bit confusing because of the “=” sign. 
Our players thought they can use one resource in exchange for four other 
resources. We should definitely change it to “=>” instead.



Next Steps
If we have a chance to continue developing our game, potential next 
steps include

● Developing a stronger aesthetic sense and narrative 
● Experiment with the balance of stakeholders a bit more 
● Potentially re-introduce roles and special abilities 



 CREDITS: This presentation template was created by Slidesgo, including icons 
by Flaticon, and infographics & images by Freepik 

Thanks for 
readin’!

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr

